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Good Intentions are 

never good enough! 

W hat are you going 

to do as a result of 

the time you spent 

here?
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CNN - “You Are What You Know” 
Most of us know what to do - We just don’t 

do what we know. (unknown) 
All the good maxims have been written.  It 

only remains to put them into practice. 
(Blasé Pascal) 

The smallest of actions is always better than 
the boldest of intentions. (Robin Sharma)

!

“Are you willing to do 
things differently in order 

to have a different 
outcome?”

A key question in the personal  quest 

for mental health



A point of reference. 

A reminder and a direct 

connection to a cause. 

A physical recalibration of 

focus. 

Phone!
Card!
Picture!
Item!
Personal blog!
Stone!
Book

Not a journal but a 
book of personal 
wisdom and life 
lessons uniquely 

reflecting the 
episodes of your 

life.

Let it be a 
personal reference 
that from today on 
you will add to and 
consult over the 

course of your life.

1.Not about you but for 
you.!
2.Not a memory but a 
compass!
3.Less of a novel and 
more of a spirit lifter!
4.Less of a how to and 
more of a where to.

1.Hard cover!
2.Quality paper!
3.Lined!
4.Not bound!
5.Restricted!
6.Reification



1.Write a very personal letter to yourself when you are in a great mood.!
2.Read the letter when you are in a down mood.!
3.Begin with “dear you”!
4.Recognize your choice to use the letter in this moment.!
5.Remind yourself that you have dealt with difficult situations before.!
6.Use self counsel, personal encouragement, reminders and gratitude.!
7.You cant easily dismiss the ideas or author because you are the one who 
wrote it.!
8.What you are actually doing is counselling yourself in a bad mood from a 
time when you were in a good mood.!
9.This allows you to access your personal wisdom.

Chapter One - Write a letter to yourself

1.Gratitude!
2.People!
3.Life Anchors!
4.Prayers!
5.Observation!
6.Accomplishments!
7.Inspirations!
8.Episodes!
9.Key Moments!
10.Insights

Chapter Two - Life lessons

Show The Way 
When You Are 

Lost!

1.Write out the most profound thoughts you have ever heard or 
read.!
2.Distil the meaning in its most simplest form.!
3.Capture the essence of the most powerful lessons of other 
peoples’ lives.!
4.Define the personal meaning every idea has had for you and 
how you can apply it to your life.!
5.I guarantee that your answer to your present challenge will be 
found in your own book!
6.Leave the book as a legacy to a child or friend.

Chapter Three - Profound Thoughts “When there is no way out there is 
always a way through” --Eckhart Tolle



1.Write out your progress and 
successes.!
2.Write out your demons.!
3.Do an audit on your life!
4.Make a study of your personality!
5.Write out your intentions.!
6.Tweak and improve!
7.Forgive yourself

Chapter Four - A Constant Work In Progress

1.Have a sacred chair and a 
sacred place to reflect.!
2.Take along a keeper book.!
3.Transfer all profound 
thoughts in final form to your 
book.!
4.Keep some of these ideas on 
you at all time on paper or 
electronically.!
5.Keep a joke, quote, picture, 
symbol or life anchor  with 
you for sudden moments.

Have a place to do this


